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POPULATION AND MIGRATION STATISTICS COMMITTEE
(SCOTLAND)

CEN4/073 - SMALL AREA POPULATION ESTIMATES

PROJECT PROGRESS

This report is to inform PAMS members about recent progress of the Small Area Population Estimates (SAPE)
project, and to outline plans for the following months.

CHI migration methodology
� The methodology developed to produce council part-area migration has been used to produce migration data

for mid 2000 – mid 2001 for use in the provisionally revised 2001 MYE.  It was also used indirectly to
produce migration for the 9 week period from Census day to mid 2001.  The final methodology was
discussed in some depth and approved at the working group meeting on 27 January.  The proposed changes
are presented today as paper PAMS (03) 10 for endorsement by PAMS.

� Now that the methodology has been accepted, we are in the process of designing the changes required to the
population and migration estimates processing system in order to:

a) incorporate controlled CHI migration into the mid year estimates, and

b) to automatically create desired migration outputs.

Evaluating existing SAPE methodology
� A report on the comparison of 1999 and 2000 SAPEs has now been completed and was presented the

working group before the last meeting, where it was discussed and some minor amendments suggested
(these have now been incorporated into the paper).  It was agreed that there was a high degree of consistency
in the data between the two years and that the paper was reassuring in that it supported the CHI as a reliable
data source.

� Similarly, a paper comparing 2000 SAPEs with several Local Authorities’ own estimates and comparing the
different methodologies utilised has now also been completed and discussed at the working group meeting.
The paper was seen to be a useful exercise in examining how different methodologies created different
results, and was able to predict that list inflation of the CHI was a critical factor in wards where, for
example, high student populations were to be found.  Again, there were some suggestions made in the
meeting and the relevant changes made to the paper.

� At the working group meeting, a further paper was presented which examined the quality of the postcode
data in the ‘current postcode’ field of the CHI.  This paper concluded that the data was of generally high
quality, but that the quality has suffered slightly as a result of the ‘current address’ field no longer being
supplied in the extract, which formerly allowed postcodes to be accurately imputed where they were
missing.  It also discussed the idea that different working practices in different health boards might affect the
accuracy of the data.

� The key piece of work for evaluating the existing SAPE methodology has been the comparison of a CHI
‘currently registered population’ and SAPE for Census day 2001 with the Census day Estimate.  There were
two comparisons: 1) a direct comparison of the raw CHI currently registered population with the Census to
evaluate CHI data quality, and 2) the Census day SAPE controlled to the Census, by council, health board,
age and sex, compared with the Census itself.  Part 1) became the main theme of the paper as it became
obvious that the biggest issue was list inflation of the CHI and its variation in wards within councils.  The
paper was able to focus on the reasons for this variation and suggest possible ways of overcoming the
problem.  It is intended that suggestions and issues raised by the working group will be incorporated into the
next phase of the project, which will attempt to develop an improved SAPE methodology.
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� Note that to avoid problems of discontinuity GROS will withdraw the experimental SAPEs for 1999 and

2000 when the 2001 Census results are available.

Next Steps
Migration
1. We intend to implement the new migration methodology in the production of council level migration data

for 2002.  This work will be complete by mid-April 2003.

2. In the summer of 2003, we will investigate the controlling of CHI moves within HBs, with the aim of
validating the assumption that the scaling required for moves within HBs is the same as that required for
moves between HBs.

3. Ongoing work – continue to monitor CHI data quality, recommending improvements where necessary

Investigation of Cohort Component Method of producing SAPEs

The cohort component methodology is recognised to be the ideal method of updating populations provided the
components of births, deaths and net migration are available, timely, accurate and/or able to be estimated
satisfactorily.  We know that the births and deaths data is virtually complete and correct, so the only real
potential source of error is the migration data. We hope to be able to evaluate the quality of the migration data
from the CHI by comparing CHI migration data for areas of ward or postcode sector size with migration data
from the 2001 Census.  This will enable us to make a decision on whether or not to pursue this approach further.

Investigation of ‘Enhanced’ Apportionment Method

The SAPE methodology used in 1999 and 2000 involves apportioning the Registrar General’s Mid Year
Estimates to smaller areas using a CHI ‘currently registered population’.  One option available to us is to
enhance that methodology by developing appropriate adjustments for difficult populations - eg to sex ratios,
student populations, prisoners, hospital patients etc.  This method will be tested by creating a set of estimates for
April 2001, and comparing them with the Census.

Timetabling & Resource issues
The project has lost time through staff being involved in Census work, which of necessity has taken priority in
recent weeks.  The timetable has also suffered because of the need to create 2002 CHI migration data, which was
not included in the project timetable.  As things stand, a small area population estimate methodology is not
expected to be complete until end May 2003.  This should not impact greatly on the expected delivery date of
2002 SAPEs at end-June 2003.

Delivery of Census data - The investigation of the cohort component methodology requires the provision of ward
level Census migration data.  Delivery was originally anticipated for February 2003, but this has been delayed
because of difficulties in extracting the data from EasyAsk at the required level of detail.  It is now likely to be at
least May 2003 before we have this data.  If a cohort component approach is to be pursued for use in the 2002
SAPEs, it is likely that this delay will impact on both the agreement of the final methodology, and the delivery of
the 2002 estimates.


